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Matt and Rose are now full-fledged members of the guard, yet their futures have never been bleaker. Despite Titan's resurrection spell, Antai
is comatose with no signs of waking. The healers have tried everything, and Rose is beginning to lose hope. She needs someone to trust, but
the king is more suspicious than ever. Matt is also growing desperate. His mom is on the brink of death, and he hasn't even begun to learn
how to heal her. He must find a teacher fast or risk losing the only family he has left. Meanwhile, the Holy One is closer than ever. The
laborers speak of his arrival, and they have the evidence to prove it. A string of murders erupts throughout the city, even permeating the
palace walls. Nowhere is safe, and it's only a matter of time before the Holy One unleashes his full power. Soon, it will be a battle for survival.
For fans of Rick Yancey and Marie Lu, Undertow is book one in this much-anticipated, genre-breaking, breath-catching new trilogy for teens
from New York Times bestselling author Michael Buckley in which a 16-year-old girl is caught in an epic clash of civilizations when a society
of undersea warriors march out of the ocean into modern-day Coney Island.
Fifteen-year-old girl gamer Casey Henderson is obsessed with smash-hit game SkyWake - and she's good at it, too. Little does she realize
it's actually an alien training tool created by an evil extra-terrestrial race. When the aliens swoop down on a national gaming tournament,
Casey and her teammates discover they're abducting the best gamers to fight in a distant alien war across the galaxy. And they've got her
brother. Casey's gaming skills are her best hope of stopping the aliens - but first she and her online teammates must learn to work together in
real life.
A polite race of telepathic killer aliens, a ten-second world conquest, and one teenage boy collide in this wry, gutsy adventure. (Ages 14 and
up) Jesse is in history class when a formidable, efficient race of aliens quietly takes over the earth in less time than it takes him to brush his
teeth. Most humans simply fall asleep and never wake up. In moments, everyone Jesse knows and loves is gone, and he finds that he is now
a slave to an inept alien leader. On the bright side, Jesse discovers he’s developing telepathic powers, and he’s not the only one. Soon he’s
forging new friendships and feeling unexpectedly hopeful. When a mysterious girl appears in his dreams, talking about escaping, Jesse
begins to think the aliens may not be invincible after all. But if Jesse and his friends succeed, is there anywhere left to go? Brian Yansky
offers a funny, grim novel packed with everything boys and sci-fi fans love: aliens, humor, action, and a healthy dose of triumph.
Divided We Fall is the sixth installment of the Whiskey Tango Foxtrot series and the continuing story of Staff Sergeant Brad Thompson and
his team as they survive the Primal invasion plaguing the world... They had returned home with the hope of finding some peace. The means
for the cure had been safely transported to the last safe zone available to them. The team had always known that their strength lay in being
human and working together. The Primals could not stop them in a foreign land nor could they stop them on American soil. Little did Brad and
his team know that the evils they faced from the Primals paled in comparison to the evil that now threatened the last survivors in a world no
longer united. Would the team they built stand united, or would this new threat pave the way for annihilation of mankind.
The second original novel in an Alien vs Predator "Rage War" series, continuing from Predator: Incursion as Colonial Marines units are being
wiped out - and not by the Predators. This is an attack by organized armies of Aliens.
Kelsea Glynn is the sole heir to the throne of Tearling but has been raised in secret after her mother - a monarch as vain as she was foolish was murdered for ruining her kingdom. For 18 years, the Tearling has been ruled by Kelsea's uncle in the role of Regent however he is but
the debauched puppet of the Red Queen, the sorceress-tyrant of neighbouring realm of Mortmesme. On Kelsea's nineteenth birthday, the
tattered remnants of her mother's guard - each pledged to defend the queen to the death - arrive to bring this most un-regal young woman
out of hiding... And so begins her journey back to her kingdom's heart, to claim the throne, win the loyalty of her people, overturn her mother's
legacy and redeem the Tearling from the forces of corruption and dark magic that are threatening to destroy it. But Kelsea's story is not just
about her learning the true nature of her inheritance - it's about a heroine who must learn to acknowledge and live with the realities of coming
of age in all its insecurities and attractions, alongside the ethical dilemmas of ruling justly and fairly while simply trying to stay alive...
Jacob Anderson knows that they must make a stand and let the world know that they will not lay down quietly, especially now as the planet
hangs on the brink of collapse as a new enemy invades from the sky.
Africa changes you FOREVER. Once you have been there, you will never be the same. Read 3 of the novels that will take you back to
AFRICA'S most notable and captivating periods. The super addictive trilogy starts here. Ready for the ride? Book 1: Cry of the Fish Eagle
Rupert's family is happy and at peace. But a vulnerable future is ahead. Chaos is coming. The Rhodesian War is looming ... Rupert escapes
to Rhodesia from the bloody conflict that is terrorizing Europe. His mission is not just duty-driven but a promise to look for an orphaned,
young girl. It's a futile search and with time running out he has no choice but to re-join the theatre of war. When peace returns Rupert travels
back to Rhodesia to begin anew, to find the orphaned girl and to start a new life. But nothing can prepare him for what is next as we
helplessly watch Rupert wade against a chaotic tide of nationalism. Book 2: Vultures in the Wind Luke was close to death. He had been
beaten mercilessly and was unrecognizable. They wanted the names of their ANC accomplices. Matthew Gray and Luke Mbeki were born on
the same day, spending a brief childhood on an African beach, blissfully ignorant of the outside world. But their youth is severed. Released
into the real world, the two now face their future in a country deep in the throes of violent change. Can the rules and discipline of
discrimination pull the men apart? Is there any mercy? And what happens when these two eventually cross paths? Book 3: Just the Memory
of Love Will he ever find his love again or will she always be just a memory? The war is finally over and for the young and naïve Will Langton,
his future is full of exciting adventure and happy dreams. Captivated by a brief, but innocent love affair on the rocks of Dancing Ledge, is
shattered in one single moment and she is lost to him. For Will, it's an unbearable pain that he can not hope to escape from and the only
means to assuage his sorrow is to run away ... to Africa. "It was as if I was reading my own life, knowing all the areas. I loved it. " "Deeply
moving and entertaining read. " "Peter Rimmer writes a very interesting story with good detail on what happened in Southern Africa prior to
independence. " " A gripping story that will stay with you long after the end of the book.... " Grab your copy today
Featuring updated and exclusive content, the Allies and Enemies Trilogy Box Set has all the ingredients for a thrilling space opera pageturner. With a vivid cast of characters—kick-ass heroines, gnarly space pirates, powered armor and vicious cybernetically enhanced
assassins— this series pulls you into a ruined galactic empire filled with undiscovered dangers. Firefly and Star Wars fans alike are sure to
enjoy this fast-paced adventure that's a two-time finalist for DragonCon's Dragon Award for Best Military Science Fiction or Fantasy Novel.
The Allies and Enemies Trilogy Box Set includes: Allies and Enemies: Fallen (Book 1) Allies and Enemies: Rogues (Book 2) Allies and
Enemies: Exiles (Book 3) Allies and Enemies: Lexicon** (Bonus content) A Simple Thing: An Allies and Enemies Novelette** (Bonus content)
-------- Allies and Enemies: Fallen, Book 1 Fight. Survive. Repeat. The rules of a soldier are simple. Born into service of the Regime,
Commander Sela Tyron is about as subtle as a hammer. To hammers, any problem can look like a nail, but things aren't always that easy.
When Sela is abandoned with her team on a planet full of insurrectionists, things get complicated. A daredevil rescue by her commanding
officer reaps deadly consequences, forcing Sela to choose between the only life she’s ever known and the fate of the man she's duty-bound
to protect. Her whole life was a lie. And that's the good news. Shirking a life of privilege, Erelah Veradin dreamt of building spaceships and
exploring the stars in the service of the Regime. When a monstrous truth about her true heritage is revealed, Erelah finds herself at the
unwilling center of a scheming mastermind's bid for power. -- Allies and Enemies: Rogues, Book 2 Fate can hold a grudge. For fugitives of
the Regime, Sela Tyron and Jon Veradin, the evidence is undeniable. Their escape into the Reaches meant a chance at a new life together
without looking over their shoulders. However, in this savage, hardscrabble region, the pair quickly find themselves targeted by scheming
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alien gangsters and cybernetically-enhanced Guild agents. She was supposed to be dead. That was the plan anyway. When a mysterious
young woman with strange abilities wakes up as a prisoner of vicious Zenti pirates, a miraculous resurrection is the least of her concerns.
Facing a host of new dangers, she needs to escape and find her brother. Can she trust a self-confessed spy to help? -- Allies and Enemies:
Exiles, Book 3 If you're going to start a war, know what's at stake. Ironvale. Splitdawn. Poisoncry. Three bloodthirsty guilds that control the
decaying corner of space called the Reaches. This balance of power exists at a tipping point. One nudge and chaos reigns. Sela Tyron is
willing to supply that nudge to help her partner with an important rescue. Even if it means trusting a shifty criminal. Or turning herself into a
power-armored assassin. Suit up. Time to join the fight.
With each passing day, Kelsea Glynn is growing into her new responsibilities as Queen of the Tearling. By stopping the shipments of slaves
to the neighbouring kingdom of Mortmesne, she crossed the Red Queen, a brutal ruler whose power derives from dark magic, who is sending
her fearsome army into the Tearling to take what is hers. And nothing can stop the invasion. But as the Mort army draws ever closer, Kelsea
develops a mysterious connection to a time before the Crossing, and she finds herself relying on a strange and possibly dangerous ally: a
woman named Lily, fighting for her life in a world where being female can feel like a crime. The fate of the Tearling - and that of Kelsea's own
soul - may rest with Lily and her story, but Kelsea may not have enough time to find out. In this dazzling sequel to her bestselling debut The
Queen of the Tearling, Erika Johansen brings back favourite characters, including the Mace and the Red Queen, and introduces
unforgettable new players, adding exciting layers to her multidimensional tale of magic, mystery and a fierce young heroine.
Would you stand up to the most murderous Tsar in history...for love? Russia, 1550. Inga is lucky to live the sheltered life of a maid in the
Kremlin palace. Or would be, if not for the wrath of Tsar Ivan IV, who tends to slaughter those who displease him. When an English soldier
comes to court, asking questions about his mother’s mysterious death, he offers Inga sweetness, vulnerability and passion. But Taras asks
too many dangerous questions. His fearlessness frightens Inga. In Russia’s Imperial court, courage gets people killed. After lonely
childhoods, can Inga and Taras’s love survive the wars of Tsars and Khans, in a time period the world has forgotten? If you love sweeping
historical epics and a visceral fight for true love, this trilogy is for you! Because love in the time of Ivan the Terrible is unforgettable… "Definitely
ranks among the best of epic sagas!” –S. Wright
Jacob is a soldier in a war against a new type of enemy. He must face the Delta Horde or risk his families eviction to the refugee camps. With
his fellow soldiers at his side, they struggle to survive battles with the enemy. Only together can they find a way to end the reign of The
Darkness.
They are coming. The countdown has begun. First visible only as blips on a telescope image, the discovery of objects approaching from
Jupiter orbit immediately sets humanity on edge. NASA doesn't even bother to deny the alien ships' existence. The popular Astral space app
(broadcasting from the far side of the moon and accessible by anyone with internet) has already shown the populace what is coming. So the
news has turned from evasion to triage, urging calm and offering the few facts they have: The objects are enormous, perfectly round spheres
numbering in the dozens, maybe hundreds. They are on an approach vector for Earth. And they will arrive in six days. Fear simmers. Meyer
Dempsey - mogul, wealthy entrepreneur, arrogant and always in charge - is in New York, on the phone with his ex-wife in LA when the news
breaks. He can hear tension in the voices of reporters and experts chronicling all that's known and unknown. But even while those
supposedly in charge restrain their own panic, Meyer finds he recognizes bits and pieces of what the world is facing. He's seen this in dreams
- in visions of another place. He knows where he and his family must go. He has prepared ... though he never knew until now what he'd been
preparing for. He knows only they cannot hesitate. They must run to their safe haven in the Colorado mountains. Now. Before society
shatters into chaos, and it all falls apart. Fear rises. Meyer has been taking steps for months, and has made preparations: a trove of supplies,
a van stocked for the worst, a Gulfstream waiting at a small airstrip in Jersey. But he hasn't yet been able to take the final and most important
step: moving the family to Colorado, where every contingency is covered. The networks stay on-air longer than expected, creating a farce of
calm. But those with means have already begun to scramble as Meyer gathers his wife Piper and his two teenage children and begins their
race toward that compound, toward safety. There is no time for hesitation, regret, or pity. Soon, pundits begin to ask questions hard enough
to tip those who've thus far stayed calm out of their complacency, inciting chaos: What do the beings inside the ships want? What will they do
when they arrive? And what if the scientists are wrong, and the spheres aren't decelerating? Will they strike the planet, raising clouds of
extinction dust? Will they knock the Earth off its axis? Is this a prelude to an alien invasion? An alien war? An alien apocalypse? The first
domino in the birth of a new alien empire? Fear erupts. Panic, once it breaches the thin crust of civilized society, spreads like a virus. Meyer
knows only one thing, and it's a truth that has perched atop his mind like a psychic obsession: When the ships arrive, his family must be at
the Colorado compound or all will be lost. The space fleet in itself doesn't matter. The disintegration on the surviving news outlets does not
matter. Reports that Las Vegas has been set ablaze do not matter. The fate of humanity, in Meyer's eyes, doesn't matter. All that matters is
Piper. Trevor. Delilah. And Meyer's ex-wife Heather, coming to the same destination from the west - a woman who remains his best friend,
and his secret lover. Rioting spills into the highways as time ticks away. Unrest boils in both city and hinterlands. But Meyer's obsession to
reach Vail is single-minded, guided with the focus of a far-seeing nightmare. Gangs can ground his plane, threaten his vehicles, and steal his
belongings. But nothing will stand between Meyer's family and their haven ... and Meyer will kill his way to Colorado if he has to. This
relentless, page-turning tale of apocalyptic dawn is the first in the alien invasion series by masters of story Truant and Platt, authors of The
Beam, Robot Proletariat, the Dream Engine series, and many more.
????? 'So good, it's hard not to binge-read.' 5-star reviewer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The US embassy
Baghdad - the largest and most secretive diplomatic facility on the planet - has become a compound of violence and death. Behind its fortified
walls, a strange and terrifying virus is spreading fast, turning ordinary people into barbaric killers. As the death toll mounts, desperate calls for
help are ignored by a Secretary of State determined to manipulate the crisis for her own political ends. When the stench of betrayal reaches
Baghdad the survivors - a dwindling band of Delta Force operators, US Marines, diplomats and civilian contractors - know they must fight
their way out of the compound if they want to live. But the embassy itself has other plans. Deep beneath the ground, its automated defence
systems are coming online, systems designed to kill on an industrial scale. And the countdown has already begun. Praise for Fortress: ?????
'Unlike any book I've read before.' ????? 'Lock and load. This one is an explosive read.' ????? 'This is a brilliant read.' ????? 'Starts at a
cracking rate and just keeps going.' ????? 'Sheer class.' Get your copy today!
Two heroes. Two universes. One epic superhero box set. The superhero worlds of Kevin 'Bolt' Jason and Alex 'Beams' Fry collide in this epic
crossover for the first time ever. Together and separately, Bolt and Beams must stop the evil Darzens from resurrecting their dead deity, the
Dread God, whose resurrection will spell the end of the multiverse itself. Included in this box set: Crossover Team Up Amalgamation Buy this
epic dimension-hopping box set today!

The Earth is dying. Plants, animals and humans are being infected by spores from space and becoming part of a vast
alien intelligence. When 16-year-old Callie discovers her little sister Gracie is Changing, she flees with Gracie to the Zone
to escape termination by the ruthless officers of quarantine. What Callie finds in the Zone will alter her forever and send
her on a journey to the stars, and beyond. The first book in an heart-stopping trilogy from award-winning author James
Bradley.
The Storm Lord Trilogy Box Set (The Complete Series Books 1-3): An Epic Paranormal Romance "When it is time for two
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souls to meet, there's not one single thing on earth which can prevent them from getting together, no matter where each
are located, even if it comes in the form of a black panther that's 200 years old!" Book 1: The Flaming Blue Sword
Angelica Thompson, an award-winning romance novelist, decides to end her turbulent relationship back home in Denver
and heads to a secluded spot on the shores of Black Rock Cove in Oregon. Writer's block is preventing her from finishing
her last novel in her paranormal romance series and is being pressured by her publisher, BeeBop Publishing, to finish by
the end of the summer. She discovered the first night of her arrival how vividly her mind's thoughts and dreams came
alive. Her imagination of a dead sea captain, a black panther pouncing on her for his evening meal, and falling to her
death in a cove hundreds of feet below are only the beginning. Janie, a local real estate agent, awakens the young
woman in her cottage. Was she awakened during a dream or… could it be real? Book 2: Nine Months Will Tell
Continuation of the Storm Lord Trilogy in Chapter Two finds Angelica Thompson and Sheriff Kevin Connors expecting
their first child. Her pregnancy comes as a surprise to her and Kevin because it is precisely nine months after their defeat
of Ethan Knight in Chapter One of the Storm Lord Trilogy series. The question now that arises for the two love-birds is
whether the Storm Lord lost his life in their final battle in the first of the series or did he, somehow, survive the epic
encounter. Throughout the book, significant events taking place appear to threaten the life of Angel's first child. Is she too
old, past the age of 39, to give birth? She wonders if it's just her age. Is there a problem with her child? Book 3: The
Three Keys to Armageddon For this final chapter in the Storm Lord Trilogy Series, love must begin between a human and
a supernatural being. This happens. The hero, the human character in this novel, is put into some kind of danger, where
they come to realize they can overcome this danger either on their own or with the assistance of the supernatural love
interest! Using the rich background of the spiritual world of Archangels Michael and his Sword of Angels and Gabriel with
his trumpet of victory as the background, Sidney St. James' Storm Lord Trilogy Series pursues the return of Satan
himself with a paranormal world of evil versus good filled with fascinating characters. The ever-moving series' sharp
dialogue, highly original plotlines, and a stylistic flair are as rhythmic and vibrant as his earlier works. Through James'
fertile imagination, these three novels in the series are provocative, confrontational, and contain highly ingenious twists
and turn into the unexpected, but always with a healthy dose of humor, not to mention romance.
No-one trusts humanity. No-one can quite understand why we're intent on destroying the only place we have to live in the
Universe. No-one thinks we're worth a second thought. And certainly no-one is about to let us get off Rrth. That would be
a complete disaster. But one alien thinks Rrth is worth looking at. Not humanity, obviously, we're appalling, but until we
manage to kill every other living thing on the planet there are some truly wonderful places on Rrth and some wonderful
creatures living in them. Best take a look while they're still there. But on one trip to Rrth our alien biologist causes a
horrendous accident. The occupants of a car traveling down a lonely road spot his ship (the sort of massive lemon
coloured, lemon shaped starship that really shouldn't be hanging in the sky over a road). Understandably the Bradbury's
crash (interrupting the latest in a constant procession of bitter rows). And in the wreckage of their car our alien discovers
a baby girl. She needs rescuing. From the car. From Rrth. From her humanity. And now eleven years later a girl called
Terra is about to go to school for the first time. It's a very alien experience ... Terra is a charming and hilarious satirical
fable. A story about how odd and alien we are. And a story about how human odd aliens are. It tells the story of a girl who
grows up in a very different world, who gains a unique perspective on our world and a unique perspective on her new
home. A girl who can teach us and them a lot. A girl living in an extraordinary world that is spiraling into a terrible war.
Adapted for young readers from the #1 New York Times–bestselling The Guns at Last Light, D-Day captures the events
and the spirit of that day—June 6, 1944—the day that led to the liberation of western Europe from Nazi Germany's control.
They came by sea and by sky to reclaim freedom from the occupying Germans, turning the tide of World War II. Atkinson
skillfully guides his younger audience through the events leading up to, and of, the momentous day in this photoillustrated adaptation. Perfect for history buffs and newcomers to the topic alike! This thoroughly-researched and
documented book can be worked into multiple aspects of the common core curriculum.
The official new novel set between the events of Alien and Aliens An original novel based on the blockbuster films from
20th Century Fox Out Of The Shadows As a child, Chris Hooper dreamed of monsters. But in deep space, he found only
darkness and isolation. Then on planet LV178, he and his fellow miners discovered a storm-scoured, sand-blasted
hell—and trimonite, the hardest material known to man. When a shuttle crashes into the mining ship Marion, the miners
learn that there was more than trimonite deep in the caverns. there was evil, hibernating—and waiting for suitable prey.
Hoop and his associates uncover a nest of Xenomorphs, and hell takes on new meaning. Quickly they discover that their
only hope lies with the unlikeliest of saviors... Ellen Ripley, the last human survivor of the salvage ship Nostromo
June 2019: The minutes tick away toward six pm. As commuters stream out of central London a truck idles by the
pavement in Whitehall, its cargo bay packed with powerful explosives. Chaos is about to begin. The face of Europe is
about to change, moulded by a series of events that will have global repercussions far into the future.
***Winner of the Arthur C. Clarke Award 2019*** Winner of the inaugural Nommo Award for Best Novel, Africa's first
award for speculative fiction Shortlisted for the Kitschie Award for Best Novel 2019 John W. Campbell Award finalist for
Best Science Fiction Novel 'A magnificent tour de force' Adrian Tchaikovsky 'Smart. Gripping. Fabulous!' Ann Leckie
'Mesmerising' M. R. Carey 'An astonishing book. I wish I'd written it' Lauren Beukes Rosewater is a town on the edge. A
community formed around the edges of a mysterious alien biodome, its residents comprise the hopeful, the hungry and
the helpless - people eager for a glimpse inside the dome or a taste of its rumoured healing powers. Kaaro is a
government agent with a criminal past. He has seen inside the biodome, and doesn't care to again - but when something
begins killing off others like himself, Kaaro must defy his masters to search for an answer, facing his dark history and
coming to a realisation about a horrifying future. Rosewater is the start of a vibrant and compellingly told trilogy by one of
science fiction's most engaging new voices - perfect for fans of N. K. Jemisin's The Fifth Season, Ann Leckie's Ancillary
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Justice and Jeff Vandermeer's Southern Reach trilogy.
The Earth lies in ruins in the aftermath of an invasion, the land devastated by an intergalactic war where neither side
won. The seas are drying up while the atmosphere corrodes and slowly cooks all remaining life on the now desolate rock.
Few survivors remain, but one of them is Lucas, an ordinary man hardened by the last few years after the world's end.
He's fought off bandits, murderers, and stranded creatures on his long trek across the country in search of his family.
What he finds instead is hope, something thought lost in the world. There's a ship buried in a crater wall. One of theirs.
One that works. To fly it, Lucas must join forces with a traitorous alien scientist and a captured, merciless raider named
Asha. Their perilous journey fighting savage men and creatures alike takes them across the remains of the planet and far
out into the stars to...where exactly? Lucas has to live long enough to find out.
Gladiator meets Romeo and Juliet in this "spellbinding fantasy" trilogy (Kirkus Reviews) set in ancient Persia! They are the light
against the darkness. The steel against the necromancy of the Druj. And they use demons to hunt demons…. Nazafareen lives for
revenge. A girl of the isolated Four-Legs Clan, all she knows about the King's elite Water Dogs is that they leash wicked creatures
called daevas to protect the empire from the Undead. But when scouts arrive to recruit young people with the gift, she leaps at the
chance to join their ranks. To hunt the monsters that killed her sister. Scarred by grief, she's willing to pay any price, even if it
requires linking with a daeva named Darius. Human in body, he's possessed of a terrifying power, one that Nazafareen controls.
But the golden cuffs that join them have an unwanted side effect. Each experiences the other's emotions, and human and daeva
start to grow dangerously close. As they pursue a deadly foe across the arid waste of the Great Salt Plain to the glittering capital of
Persepolae, unearthing the secrets of Darius's past along the way, Nazafareen is forced to question his slavery—and her own
loyalty to the empire. But with an ancient evil stirring in the north, and a young conqueror sweeping in from the west, the fate of an
entire civilization may be at stake… So begins an epic story of adventure, romance and betrayal that leads to undiscovered magical
realms and a final confrontation with a demon queen bent on destroying them all. Praise for the Fourth Element Trilogy "A
spellbinding fantasy with some moral weight and a meatier narrative than usual, one likely to leave readers quite satisfied... This
tale’s grand scope is set off beautifully by its intimate start. The story grows wonderfully from such a small seed, and it is the
moral and subjective implications of the vastness and impersonality of the Empire that work so well to drive the narrative. The plot
builds effectively, and maintains a swift pace. Nazafareen’s initial simplistic motivation, hatred, becomes complicated by her link to
Darius, and evolves into something much more intriguing and complex. This transition is helped by the clarity with which the
characters are drawn. The immensity of the Empire occasionally threatens to smother the personal tale at the heart of the story,
but, like shadows around a candle flame, it never quite manages that feat." -Kirkus Reviews "Fantasy lovers who enter this world
will be wooed by its expansive world-building, soul-crushing romance, deeply layered characters, and page-turning twists." --Flylef
Reviews "One of the best trilogies I've ever read. I will read anything by Kat Ross. Hats off to her for creating these wonderful
characters and making us fall in love with them!" --Cover to Cover Reviews "Kat Ross turned me into a puddle of emotions with
her final book of the Fourth Element series! Action, betrayal, romance and demons conclude this story which can keep anyone
captivated till the final page." --Milky Way of Books "An addictive, action-packed, glorious page-turner!" -Am Kinda Busy Reading "I
really hate the word ‘epic’ because, let’s face it, it’s so overused and it’s lost its true meaning, but this book [The Midnight Sea]
deserves that word." -Book Reader Chronicles "This is truly a grand finale of a book, mysteries from the very beginning of the
series are put to rest and our heroes win in unexpected ways. Queen of Chaos delivers a beautiful ending that is perfect as it is but
is left open enough for another story to seamlessly fit in." --Bibliobibuli "I'm never a read-a-book-in-one-sitting kind of person, but I
totally did it with Queen of Chaos. Then I hugged my Kindle and wanted to start the series all over again." --Rattle the Stars
"Extremely engrossing and so fast-paced...A truly exceptional series." --The InkedIn Book Blog
YOU’RE UNDER ARREST FOR HIGH TREASON! Imagine that your country is full of people ready to betray their family and
friends to the cruel and pitiless ENEMY. Then, think that everyone has branded YOU as the traitor . . . Nessa is locked in a
maximum- security prison where death awaits her and with only murderers and the mad for company. And now the ENEMY is
about to invade . . . CAN NESSA ESCAPE TO STOP THE INVASION AND PREVENT THE BLOODSHED?
The Darkness is a fast paced story of survival that brings the apocalypse to Main Street USA While the world falls apart Jacob
Anderson barricades his family behind locked doors. News report's tell of civil unrest in the streets, murders, disappearances,
citizens are warned to remain behind locked doors. When Jacob becomes witness to horrible events and the alarming actions of
his neighbors, he and his family realize everything is far worse than being reported. Every Fathers nightmare comes true as
Jacob's normal life, and a promise to protect his family is torn apart. From the Best Selling Author of Whiskey Tango Foxtrot
comes a new telling of Armageddon.
Their future is shining with hope…but Fate casts a long, long shadow. DESTINY’S PLAN Matthew Buchanan’s bus seat mate is
more than something pretty to look at before he ships out for ’Nam. Deep in Raquelita Muro’s sad, whisky-colored eyes is a
dream, and they promise to exchange letters in secret. But Fate will push two lonely hearts to the breaking point. Perhaps beyond
any hope of healing… DESTINY’S CHOICE Four years in Spain was supposed to give Marité Muro some perspective. But she’s
come home knowing exactly what she wants. Brian MacKay. To Brian, Marité is ripe, tempting, forbidden fruit, yet she challenges
his resolve until, in a moment of weakness, his wartime demons slip free. And the past threatens to destroy their love. DESTINY’S
WAY When Brian’s PTSD-fueled demons flare dangerously out of control, he packs his crippling load of baggage and leaves,
convinced Marité is better off with anyone else—even his bitterest rival. Anger tears at Marité’s heart, especially at herself for
realizing too late she should have fought harder for the only man she’ll ever love. But Fate has a few more tricks to play. And one
tiny, fragile miracle with the power to heal them. If it lives to draw breath…
"Riveting, unexpected, and firmly rooted in strong psychological profiles backed with thriller and sci-fi elements: what more could
readers wish for? (Just the quick publication of Book Two, Arrival.)" --Midwest Book Review From #1 worldwide bestselling fantasy
author Morgan Rice comes a long-anticipated science fiction series debut. When SETI finally receives a signal from an alien
civilization, what will happen next? A 13 year old boy, dying of a rare brain disease, is the only one able to hear and decode
signals from outer space. SETI confirms it is a real signal. What is the message? How will the world react? And most of all: are the
aliens coming? "Action-packed .... Rice's writing is solid and the premise intriguing." -Publishers Weekly, re A Quest of Heroes "A
superior fantasy... A recommended winner for any who enjoy epic fantasy writing fueled by powerful, believable young adult
protagonists." -Midwest Book Review, re Rise of the Dragons "An action packed fantasy sure to please fans of Morgan Rice's
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previous novels, along with fans of works such as THE INHERITANCE CYCLE by Christopher Paolini.... Fans of Young Adult
Fiction will devour this latest work by Rice and beg for more." -The Wanderer, A Literary Journal (regarding Rise of the Dragons)
Heartache. Betrayal. Forgiveness. Redemption. These are the hallmarks of bestselling author, Mary Campisi’s novels, and she
does it again with The Betrayed Trilogy. If you love romance and women’s fiction, family dynamics, hope, and second chances,
this trilogy has it all. Betrayal happens in many forms, but is there anything more damaging or painful than the betrayal of a family
member? A hurt like that leaves scars, so many of them, and the healing and hope to get a second chance and right a wrong is
possible, but it won’t be easy. Sometimes hiding in the shadows is the only way to protect your heart. - Pieces of You Quinn
Burnes's mother disappeared when he was only fifteen leaving him with a despondent father, a little sister who suffers panic
attacks, and eight notebooks containing the truth about his mother. He guards this secret for eighteen years, until on an otherwise
normal day, his mother re-enters his life, pleading for his help. She's in danger and the only thing that can save her is reclaiming
the identity she shunned years ago. Quinn is a master of emotional detachment, from his successful career as a personal injury
attorney to his strings of meaningless relationships with beautiful women who possess uneasy temperaments; a sure formula to
keep his heart safe and insure he's the first to walk away. Until he meets the mysterious 'Danielle' a woman with too many secrets
who's on the run from the abusive, estranged husband she shot and may have killed. Danielle isn't like any woman he's ever met,
but can he risk his heart for someone who's doing exactly what his mother did eighteen years ago? Someone who may ultimately
leave him, just like his mother? He's not who he says he is...but neither is she...- Secrets of You Wealthy, privileged, the product of
too much money and too little responsibility, Ash Lancaster routinely pretends he's someone else so he'll be valued for more than
his bank accounts. Talented, beautiful, tormented by a past choice she deeply regrets, jewelry designer Arianna Sorensen guards
her heart and her privacy from the outside world. When Arianna and Ash meet, the passion is real, though the rest may not be.
She thinks he's a motorcycle-riding photojournalist with nothing but a camera and two saddlebags to his name. He thinks she's a
blue-blooded, orphaned sophisticate with a fat trust fund. However, lies have a way of catching up and causing their own damage.
Fate forces Ash to perform the first selfless act of his life to protect Arianna from being blackmailed about her past. The price? He
must walk away and forget about her. Two years later, the threat is gone and Ash returns, determined to win back the woman he's
never forgotten and even more determined to get her to admit what she's been hiding. He reveals his true identity and pledges a
future built on trust and honesty. But Ash expects the truth from her, too. Can Arianna open up to him when the last thirteen years
have been built on a lie? And if she doesn't, will she risk losing him again--this time for good? How could a mother walk away from
her family? - What’s Left of Her This is the question many readers asked after finishing Pieces of You, Book One of The Betrayed
Trilogy. They wanted to know the real story behind the disappearance of Evie Burnes. What's Left of Her offers an intimate
glimpse into Evie Burnes's life before her disappearance--and after. Note: While Pieces of You and Secrets of You are romances,
What's Left of Her is not.
Roy Sullivan, an immigration officer working at the UK's busiest airport, is in deep trouble. Haunted by the disappearance of
brother Jimmy in Iraq, Roy's relentless search for the truth has reached curious and dangerous ears. Sammy French, a violent
south London criminal and former childhood associate, is in need of a favour, one that a suddenly compromised Roy has no
choice but to grant. Forced to take part in a perilous criminal conspiracy, Roy must exploit his position at Heathrow and risk his
own liberty before he can be free of Sammy's debt and live his life again. Yet as the walls close in around him a mysterious
stranger enters Roy's crumbling world, a former Navy Seal who knows the truth about the Nine Eleven attacks, a man haunted by
demons and hunted by powerful forces determined to silence him, a man who holds the key to the mystery of Jimmy Sullivan's
disappearance while guarding a covert facility deep in the Iraqi desert. For an increasingly frightened Roy, this troubled and
dangerous stranger will come to represent a chance to escape, not only from the uncertainty of his brother's fate and the clutches
of a vicious gangland criminal, but also from the coming storm, one that threatens to decimate humanity and usher in a ruthless
and terrifying New World Order.
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it
quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile,
more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their
lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial
invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
literature.

A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Men like us, we see things. We do things, things that make us unfeeling. That’s the price of
power and money, of living la belle vie and running the French mafia. Then she came along like a pretty wildflower
pushing through the cracks on a dirty pavement—fragile yet resilient, a breath of beauty among the filth. She was
supposed to be just another job, a nameless person I was to pluck from her life and hand to my brother, nothing but a
pawn in the gamble of our diamond business. There’s a psychological label for men like us. We lack empathy and guilt.
We do things to have what we want, things that make flowers wilt. The box set contains: Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3) Other books in the Diamond Magnate Collection:
Beauty in the Broken (Standalone)
"MORE THAN JUST A MILITARY THRILLER. REALISTIC, GRITTY, AND FILLED WITH HOPE, HEROISM AND
ACTION. DC ALDEN NAILS IT YET AGAIN!" Three years long years of tyranny and bloodshed have passed since the
invasion of Europe. Now a new dawn rises... A nuclear attack shatters the fragile peace between Beijing and Baghdad. In
Europe, caliphate forces are driven back across a war-torn Ireland and into the sea. As the tide turns and hope rises,
hard decisions are about to be made. Britain's most senior judge, a ruthless tyrant and zealous caliphate disciple, is
determined to crush the seeds of rebellion with her own brutal form of justice. A British resistance operative, secretly
embedded with the country's cruel elites, is forced to put his own life at risk as the walls close in around him. Far to the
north, the King's Continental Army is preparing for all-out war. Within its ranks, four friends stand ready to assault the
deadliest frontier imaginable, one that stands between them and the liberation of their homeland. And when the uprising
begins, the battle that follows might cost them all their lives. ******************************************* Praise for INVASION:
UPRISING ????? 'The best book I've read in 20 years.' ????? 'Just gets nail-bitingly better.' ????? 'The best series that I
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have ever read.' ????? 'Another masterpiece.' ????? 'Fast-paced and action-packed!' ????? 'Tows you along at a great
rate of knots.' ????? 'Simply outstanding!'
The much-anticipated stand-alone prequel to the bestselling Queen of the Tearling trilogy . . . A decadent kingdom . . . a
descent into darkness . . . alliances forged under fire . . . a prophecy that will change the course of history . . . 'A
suspenseful, multi-layered tale' Cassandra Clare 'A must-read for fans of the Tearling!' Helene Wecker 'Dark and timely'
Kim Harrison The Tearling has reverted to feudalism, a far cry from the utopia it was founded to be. As the gap between
rich and poor widens and famine threatens the land, sparking unrest, rumours of a prophecy begin to spread: a great
hope, a True Queen who will rise up and save the kingdom. But rumours will not help Lazarus, a man raised to kill in the
brutal clandestine underworld of the Creche, nor Aislinn, a farm girl who must reckon with her own role in the growing
rebellion. And in the Keep, the crown princess, Elyssa, finds herself torn between duty to the throne and the lure of a
group of fierce idealists who promise radical change. But Elyssa must choose quickly, before a nefarious witch and her
shadowy master use dark magic to decide for her. It is only a matter of time before all three will be called into the service
of something bigger than they have ever imagined: the fight for a better world.
Wildflowers have to be strong and resilient to bloom amid the rugged beauty of Wyoming – and so do the women.
Wyoming Wildflowers Trilogy – Three books in this one volume! Almost a Bride (Indian Paintbrush) Match Made in
Wyoming (Fireweed) My Heart Remembers (Bur Marigold) ALMOST A BRIDE Dave Currick was everything Matty
Brennan wanted for as long as she could remember. Right up until he broke her heart six years ago. Now that she's
returned to Wyoming and her small-town home for good, what she wants more than anything is to save her family's
ranch. Even if that means swallowing her pride and asking Dave to marry her. Matty's up to something - Dave knows that
much. Just as he knows that Matty needs help, so of course he'll provide it, just as he did all the time they were childhood
sweethearts. Doing what's best for Matty is second nature. Even when it comes to agreeing to a marriage of
convenience. Although he can't resist one hot-blooded kiss after the I-dos. Maybe - just maybe - his Matty will become
more to him than Almost a Bride. MATCH MADE IN WYOMING When fire ravages Wyoming land, fireweed is among the
first plants to return, brightening the blighted area with the joy of its blooms. Can Taylor Anne Larsen pull off a similar
miracle for the pain-ravaged heart and disbelieving soul of ranch foreman Cal Ruskoff? Armed with the same grace and
grit as the wildflower fireweed, Taylor also has allies – a matchmaking friend, the Wyoming winter, high-octane mutual
attraction, and a rescued puppy who slips past Cal's defenses. Cal might give in to passion temporarily, but from behind
the wall he's built around his past and his secrets, he's certain Taylor is all that he can't let himself have. And he'll use all
his weapons to keep her out. MY HEART REMEMBERS Lisa Currick was once as bright and open as the sunny Bur
Marigold wildflower of her native Wyoming. That’s how New York City Detective Shane Garrison has remembered her
since she figured in his first investigation eight years ago. But when he arrives in her hometown determined to resolve the
final element of that case, he discovers the girl he's remembered has become a very different woman. Once openhearted and artistic, Lisa has put all that aside for a life of order and discipline. And Shane wants to know why. He can't
forget the girl, but he's fascinated by the woman who challenges him to find answers inside himself. The western
contemporary romance bundle Wyoming Wildflowers Trilogy brings together three complete novels that combine heartfelt
emotion, passion, and romantic comedy from award-winning and USA Today bestselling author Patricia McLinn. Don’t
miss these other blooms in the Wyoming Wildflowers series! Prequel — Wyoming Wildflowers: The Beginning
(Snowberry) A New World (prequel to Jack’s Heart) Jack’s Heart (Yellow Monkeyflower) Rodeo Nights (prequel to
Where Love Lives) Where Love Lives (Threadleaf Phacelia) A Cowboy Wedding Making Christmas -- new! Reader
reviews for Patricia McLinn’s Wyoming Wildflowers stories: “Each one was totally different, characters were unique and
totally believable!! Enjoy!!! “Amazing and touching story.” "If you love to laugh; love to cry; or love to laugh and cry at the
same time, then you'll definitely want to read Almost a Bride." "Smart, stubborn and irresistible." “So enjoyable I couldn’t
put it down until I finished it.” “Excellent book! I read it straight in one whole day. Recommend it to anyone!” “Delightful!”
”Nothing short of heart consuming and thrilling. I've loved every one and feel like I know the people personally. I can't
wait for the next installment."
Military Sci-Fi Adventure Series - The Apex Trilogy chronicles the zombie apocalypse where the dead have mechs. Dead
Mech: In a Post Apocalyptic far future, there is only one thing that can save the fragile civilizations humanity has cobbled
together: the mechs. A ragtag crew of mech pilots must battle the undead hordes, cannibal tribes, and religious cults in a
daily race to keep humanity safe. But now a threat worse than anything has surfaced and is growing stronger. The
undead have reanimated in their own battle machines and created the rise of the Dead Mechs! Dead Mech is a zombie
filled, post apocalyptic, military scifi, mecha action/adventure novel like no other! Reviews: “It’s mechs. It’s zombies. It’s
zombies in mechs. You already know you’re going to buy it. So just get it over with.” -New York Times Bestselling
Author Scott Sigler “Even if you're (Like me) kinda over zombies, go get this awesome book.” -John, Goodreads review
“When I started this book I was already a fan of Jake Bible, but THIS book made me an even bigger fan.”- Laura,
Goodreads review “Giant fighting Robots + Zombies = EPIC”- Amy, Goodreads review “Suspenseful, psychotic, and
artistically profane.” Mason, Goodreads review The Americans: The exciting sidequel to DEAD MECH is a hellride
through Europe, Asia and beyond as American Ghost Heather Walton must save her family, her friends, and an all
important cargo. The world has survived the North American zombie apocalypse, but Americans struggle to maintain
their place in a world where the powers that be no longer want them. And will stop at nothing to put an end to their
standing and their very existence! Reviews: “A very different book from "Dead Mech," but you still have the great
characters, non-stop action, and imaginative technologies. I finished it in 2 days (work interrupted me!) And immediately
downloaded the final book in the trilogy.”- Beth, Goodreads review “4+ stars. All I can really say at this point that might
make sense is: what the literal fudgesicle did I just read from cover to cover practically without stopping?”- Ziggy,
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Goodreads review “Brilliant book, I have read Jake Bibles other Apex Trilogy book - Dead Mech - and thoroughly
enjoyed it, and have been waiting for the next part of the trilogy. This book did not disappoint!”- Kay, Goodreads review
Metal and Ash: Will fifty foot battle mechs be enough against hundreds of thousands of techno-zombies ready to wipe
everything living off the scorched map that is the wasteland? Alliances are formed and broken, mech pilots are made and
murdered, secrets are revealed and agendas destroyed, and thousands of bodies fall and rise again What began in the
wasteland of DEAD MECH, continued alongside in Europe and Asia in The Americans, now has its epic conclusion in
Metal and Ash! Reviews- “Wow wow wow!!!! I literally could not stop reading this book. Action packed all the way to the
last page. I'm sad that it's over.”- Amy, Goodreads review “A great end to the Apex series.”- Matt, Goodreads review
“To start in, this was the best of the 3 books. Hands down, I felt that as a whole, this last book was the real prize.”- Bex,
Goodreads review Keywords: zombies, mech, post-apocalyptic, mecha, wasteland, apocalypse, science fiction, undead,
mecha, mechs, scifi, action/adventure, military, armor, power armor, cyberpunk, technothriller, post-apocalypse, technozombies Key Phrases: the walking dead, apocalyptic fiction, apocalyptic books, post-apocalypse books, zombie
apocalypse weapons, mech warrior, battletech, post-apocalyptic books, post-apocalyptic fiction, post-apocalyptic
collection, zombie apocalypse survival kit, zombie apocalypse books, battle machine books, military science fiction kindle
books, technothriller books, military scifi books Other books by Jake Bible: By Series: Roak: Galactic Bounty Hunter
Series The Z-Burbia Series The Mega/Team Grendel Thrillers The Flipside Sagas Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! Black
Box Inc. Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy The Salvage Merc One Series Fighting Iron Series Dead Team Alpha
Series The AntiBio Series The Kaiju Winter Series Reign of Four By Genre: Science Fiction- Roak: Galactic Bounty
Hunter Series Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! The Flipside Sagas The Salvage Merc One Series Drop Team Zero
Outpost Hell Galactic Vice Agent Prime Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy Fighting Iron Series Mech Corps Reign of Four The
AntiBio Series In Perpetuity Thriller/Action/Adventure- Max Rage: Intergalactic Badass! The Mega/Team Grendel
Thrillers The Flipside Sagas Blood Cruise Agent Prime Galactic Vice Post-Apocalyptic- The Z-Burbia Series Dead Team
Alpha Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy EverRealm Fighting Iron Series The AntiBio Series The Kaiju Winter Series
Zombies!- The Z-Burbia Series Dead Team Alpha Series Dead Mech/The Apex Trilogy EverRealm Horror- The Z-Burbia
Series Blood Cruise Stone Cold Bastards Fantasy/Urban Fantasy/Dark Fantasy- Black Box Inc. Series Stone Cold
Bastards EverRealm YA/MG Novels- ScareScapes! (middle grade scifi adventure Intentional Haunting (2014 Bram
Stoker Award Finalist- YA horror) Little Dead Man (YA zombie apocalypse)
The DarknessCreateSpace
All three books of the Flamestone Trilogy are now available for one low price! Includes Alone, Found, and Freed. Begin
reading a new teen adventure fantasy today! "Feisty protagonists, excellent twists and turns of plot, and gripping
moments of pursuit and life-or-death confrontations keep readers on the edges of their seats. Young adult to adult
readers of fantasy, horror, and intrigue will find Alone is solidly cemented by protagonists who are not just believable, but
absorbing. Their purposes, failings, and adventures become an intrinsic part of a saga that paints a stunning portrait of
survival against all odds."--Midwest Book Review Elaine has spent her sixteen years proving that she's nothing like her
murderous father--but no one will let her forget her dark family history. So when her best friend Talia is missing, Elaine
takes the search and rescue into her own hands. But on her quest, Elaine crosses through a portal and into a vast,
pristine wilderness. She finds herself in an alien world filled with strange wildlife, sprawling forests, deep caves and
immense danger. And Elaine's the only person in it. Her phone has no bars. There's no Facebook. 911 is useless. As if
that's not bad enough, she failed summer camp. And there are the creatures underground, ready to come out and hunt
as soon as night falls. In order to survive and rescue her friend from them, Elaine may have to embrace her dark family
history after all. The story continues in Found (#2 Flamestone Trilogy) and concludes with Freed (#3 Flamestone Trilogy.)
A companion novel, Light, is also available outside of this set.
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